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Abstract

We develop solutions for the transport of suspended sediment by a single swash event following the collapse of a bore on a

plane beach, and we investigate the morphodynamical role that such transport may play. Although the intrinsic asymmetry

between uprush and backwash velocities tends to encourage the export of sediment, we find that swash events may be effective

in distributing across the swash zone much or all of the sediment mobilised by bore collapse; additionally, settling lag effects

may promote a weak onshore movement of sediment. We quantify both effects in terms of the properties of the sediment and of

the swash event, and comment on the relationship between our findings and recent field studies of swash zone sediment

transport.

D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and motivation

When waves break and collapse on a beach they

drive rapid, shallow flows under which the shoreline

moves back and forwards across the so-called dswash
zoneT of the beach. These swash events may be a

significant agent of sediment transport on many
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natural beaches, but because of the difficulties in

measuring hydrodynamic quantities and sediment

transport in very shallow water, as well as the highly

transient nature of the flows and the strongly non-

linear nature of sediment transport processes, their

role is not fully understood.

In recent years, considerable efforts have been

made to improve the state of knowledge of swash

zone transport processes (see the reviews by Butt and

Russell, 2000 and Elfrink and Baldock, 2002). Several

important aspects, however, remain outstanding. In

particular, there is uncertainty about the structure of
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the turbulence in the flow which follows wave

breaking (Longo et al., 2002; Petti and Longo,

2001); about the role of beachface permeability

(Elfrink and Baldock, 2002; Butt et al., 2001); and

about how the modes of sediment transport should

be described. Although this latter point is often

treated as a matter of nomenclature, the distinction

between bedload and suspended load is of consid-

erable importance for morphodynamic purposes.

Even in steady flow, the transport rates of material

carried as bed and as suspended load may be rather

different and depend differently on the hydrody-

namic variables. In unsteady flows, a more funda-

mental difference is that suspended load does not

respond instantaneously to changes in the flow

conditions, and this may lead to net cross-shore

transport through settling lag effects (see, e.g.,

Pritchard and Hogg, 2003a), which do not occur

for bedload. A further reason to consider suspended

load is that a considerable amount of sediment may

be suspended by the intense turbulence which occurs

during wave collapse (Elfrink and Baldock, 2002;

Kobayashi and Lawrence, 2004), and at least some

will settle out during the uprush, leading to a net

landward movement of sediment. Thus, although

suspended sediment load may be smaller than

bedload during most phases of a swash event (we

note that even this is hard to confirm in the field), its

different behaviour may give it a rather different, and

perhaps more significant, morphodynamic role. The

numerical study of Kobayashi and Johnson (2001)

has suggested that including suspended load

improves the ability of a sediment transport model

to predict morphological changes, while the recent

numerical and field investigation of Jackson et al.

(2004) has for the first time attempted to identify the

different contributions to cross-shore transport from

locally mobilised sediment and from that dpre-
suspendedT by the bore collapse.

Motivated by these experimental and numerical

findings, in the current study, we carry out an

analytical investigation of suspended sediment trans-

port under a single swash event. We consider

separately the roles of lag effects and of sediment

supply from the bore collapse, and, following

Jackson et al. (2004), we pay particular attention to

the spatial distribution of sediment transport. Our

results provide an easily reproduced prediction of
suspended sediment transport in the swash zone,

which may act as a baseline result for future

experimental and numerical studies. In particular,

they indicate that the amount of sediment which is

initially suspended by the bore is crucially important

in determining the direction of net transport, and they

provide estimates of how much sediment must be

pre-suspended in order for its onshore advection and

deposition to counterbalance the tendency of the

swash zone to export sediment.

We employ the model of a swash event obtained by

Shen and Meyer (1963) as a solution to the depth-

averaged shallow-water hydrodynamic equations, and

we use a similarly reduced model for suspended

sediment transport. Shen and Meyer’s solution pro-

vides a good description of swash flow (see, e.g.,

Barnes, 1996; Titov and Synolakis, 1995), although

some numerical studies (e.g., Hibberd and Peregrine,

1979) have suggested that additional frictional and

non-hydrostatic effects should be included to obtain

better agreement with experimental data. It has also

proved useful in the interpretation of more complex

swash motions (see, e.g., Baldock and Holmes, 1999),

suggesting that it captures many of the essential

aspects of swash flow. Finally, it is an important

benchmark problem for numerical methods which

complements the more elaborate non-breaking sol-

utions based on the formalism of Carrier and Green-

span (1958).

In Section 2, we describe a depth-averaged model

of sediment transport and present the hydrodynamic

solution of Shen and Meyer (1963). A key feature of

this sediment transport model is that it does not

depend on any heuristic parameters, so all input

quantities can in principle be measured independently.

In Section 3, we consider the transport predicted

under Shen–Meyer flow by a quasi-steady dtotal loadT
model. In Section 4, we consider transport when the

quasi-steady assumption is abandoned: in particular,

we consider the onshore transport of sediment

suspended by the initial bore collapse, and the role

of lag effects. We discuss these results in some detail

in Section 5, and relate them to recent field studies as

well as to other modelling approaches. Finally, in

Section 6, we summarise our conclusions from this

study. Appendix A gives details of some mathematical

results which help to interpret and generalise our

findings.
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2. Development of the model

2.1. The shallow-water equations

Working in a shallow-water framework (Peregrine,

1972), we describe the flow in terms of its depth ĥ

normal to the bed and depth-averaged velocity ū

parallel to the bed. Suspended sediment is described

in terms of a depth-averaged mass concentration c̄.

The bed is taken to be planar with an inclination h to

the horizontal: x̂ is a bed-parallel distance which

increases inland. (Carets and overbars both denote

dimensional quantities, while dimensionless quantities

are unadorned.)

The flow and transport are governed by the

dimensional equations

Bĥh

Bt̂t
þ BðūĥÞ

Bx̂x
¼ 0 ð1Þ

Bū

Bt̂t
þ ū

Bū

Bx̂x
þ ĝgcosh

Bĥh

Bx̂x
¼ � ĝgsinh ð2Þ

and
B c̄

Bt̂t
þ ū

Bc̄

Bx̂x
¼ m̂meqe � ŵws c̄

ĥh
: ð3Þ

Eqs. (1) and (2) represent the conservation of fluid

mass and fluid momentum respectively, while Eq. (3)

is a depth-integrated transport equation for suspended

sediment (see, e.g., Pritchard and Hogg, 2003b). We

have used the result that the horizontal velocity is

vertically uniform to leading order (Peregrine, 1972;

Petti and Longo, 2001) to write the fluxes of

momentum and suspended sediment in terms of the

depth-averaged quantities ū and c̄. We neglect the

horizontal diffusion of suspended sediment, which in

a shallow-water regime is expected to be small

compared to the advective transport, and we assume

that the beach morphology does not change appreci-

ably over the timescale of a swash event.

We have also neglected any effect from the

percolation of water into and out of the beachface.

For beaches of coarse sand or gravel, this process is

likely to influence the hydrodynamics significantly,

and may also affect sediment transport directly by

stabilising or destabilising the bed and by altering the

mass transport rate in the near-bed region (Conley and

Inman, 1994; Butt et al., 2001). However, a detailed
numerical study (Masselink and Li, 2001) has

indicated that for beaches of grain size less than

about 1 mm, swash infiltration is not an important

effect, because the hydraulic conductivity of the

beachface decreases with sediment size. The results

obtained here, therefore, are most appropriate for

beaches of medium sand or finer.

The right-hand side of Eq. (3) represents the

erosion and deposition of sediment. The first term,

m̂eqe, is a mass erosion rate per unit area of the bed. In

the second (depositional) term, ŵs is the effective

settling velocity of the sedimentary particles. If we

assume a vertically well-mixed suspension, ŵs is

identical to the settling velocity of an individual

particle; however, it may also be used to represent

settling from a vertically structured suspension, in

which case it is increased by the ratio of the near-bed

concentration to the vertically averaged concentration

(Pritchard and Hogg, 2003b). The form of this

weighting depends on the assumptions made about

the vertical distribution of sediment in the water

column, and thus on the detailed turbulence structure

of the flow; recent work by Masselink et al. (2004)

has suggested that concentration may be represented

by an exponential distribution with a mixing length of

2–3 cm, so for flows a few centimetres deep, the

effective settling velocity could increase by a factor of

up to 10. [However, if very high concentrations are

attained in the near-bed region, this can reduce the

effective settling velocity because of hindered settling

effects (see Baldock et al., 2004).] We will discuss

below how the uncertainty in this component of the

model affects our results.

In principle, we could consider almost any form of

the mass erosion rate qe as a function of the

hydrodynamic conditions. In the current study, we

restrict ourselves to considering erosion rates of the

form

m̂meqe ¼ m̂me

�
jŝsj � ŝse

ŝs0

�n

; ð4Þ

where nN0, where ŝe and ŝ0 are a threshold stress

for erosion and a reference shear stress, respectively,

and where the relation is presumed to hold only

when jŝjNŝe; for jŝjbŝe, no erosion occurs. The

effective bed shear stress is calculated using the

Chezy law ŝ=cDq̂jūjū where cD is a small, constant

friction coefficient; more complex closures could
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readily be employed, and in Section 3.1, we will

consider what happens when the assumption of a

constant cD is relaxed slightly.

We define the instantaneous and net sediment

fluxes by

q̄ x̂x; t̂tð Þuĥh x̂x; t̂tð Þū x̂x; t̂tð Þc̄ x̂x; t̂tð Þ and

Q̂Q x̂xð Þu
Z t̂tde x̂xð Þ

t̂t in x̂xð Þ
q̄ x̂x; t̂tð Þdt̂t ; ð5Þ

where the limits of integration represent the times of

inundation and denudation of the point x̂. Q̂(x̂) then

describes the net transport of sediment across the

swash zone under a single swash event; specifically,

Q̂(0) is the net mass of sediment per unit cross-stream

width which is imported to the swash zone by this

event. The net deposition at a point over one swash

event is proportional to the first derivative of the net

flux: If the mass concentration of sediment in the bed

is given by ĉb, the depth of net deposition will be

given by

ĝg x̂xð Þ ¼ � 1

ĉcb

dQ̂Q

dx̂x
: ð6Þ

The suspended load model described here differs

from conventional bedload and total load models

(e.g., Bagnold, 1966; Bailard, 1981) in that the rate of

sediment transport is not an instantaneous function of

the hydrodynamic variables ū and ĥ; instead, changes

in the suspended sediment load will tend to lag behind

changes in the forcing conditions with a characteristic

dresponse timeT t̂r of the order of ĥ/ŵs (Stansby and

Awang, 1998). Under steady flow conditions, or when

t̂r is very small compared to the timescale over which

the flow changes, c̄ will tend to adopt an equilibrium

value ĉeq(ŝ)=m̂eqe(ŝ)/ŵs at which erosion precisely

balances deposition. The mass flux of suspended

sediment will then be given by the quasi-steady

expression ūĥĉeq. This resembles a conventional total

load formula except for the dependence of the

transport rate on ĥ. We will show in Sections 3 and

A.1 that this dependence does not greatly alter the

character of the transport processes; the existence of a

finite response time, however, makes a more funda-

mental difference.
2.1.1. Non-dimensionalisation

Following Peregrine and Williams (2001), we scale

hydrodynamic quantities on the vertical excursion 2Â

of the swash, and following Pritchard and Hogg

(2003b), we choose the natural concentration scale

Ĉ=m̂e/ŵs. The dimensionless variables are then

x ¼ x̂xsinh

Aˆ
; t ¼ t̂tsinh

ffiffiffiffi
ĝg

Aˆ

r
; h ¼ ĥhcosh

Aˆ
;

u ¼ ūffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ĝg Aˆ

p and c ¼ c̄

ĈC
; ð7Þ

while the governing equations become

Bh

Bt
þ B uhð Þ

Bx
¼ 0;

Bu

Bt
þ u

Bu

Bx
þ Bh

Bx
¼ � 1 ð8Þ

and
Bc

Bt
þ u

Bc

Bx
¼ E

qe � c

h
;

where E � ŵws

tan�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ĝgAˆ

p : ð9Þ

The dexchange rateT parameter E gives a global

estimate of the ratio of the hydrodynamic timescale

to the sediment response timescale t̂r, and so

quantifies how sediment transport lags behind

changes to the hydrodynamic variables. The local

sediment lag, however, may vary considerably in

time and space, since it depends both on the local

fluid acceleration and on the local fluid depth which

determines t̂r.

To determine what range of E we should

consider, we take as a reference case a steep beach

with tanh=0.1. Maximum velocities under swash

may range from about 0.5 m s�1 to as much as 4 m

s�1 for a particularly vigorous event, which as we

will see corresponds to the velocity scale
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ĝgÂA

q
¼

0:25 to 2 m s�1: As indicated above, we are

concerned primarily with beaches of fine to medium

sand, for which we may take ŵsc10�2 m s�1; it is

also interesting to consider the fate of finer particles,

to determine whether these can be preferentially

removed from beaches as suspended load, and so

we may reasonably consider ŵs as low as 10�3 m
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s�1. These reference values suggest that we should

consider a range of E from around 0.005 to 0.4: we

will first show some examples from the extremes of

this range, and investigate the dependence of our

results on E more thoroughly later, when we will

also discuss the effect of allowing for the vertical

structure of the concentration field. (Most of our

discussion will refer to the nondimensional form of

the results, but in Section 4.4.1, we will return to this

reference case to estimate dimensional values for

the expected rates of erosion and accretion under

swash.)

Using Eq. (7), the nondimensional erosion rate is

given by

qe ¼
�
ðu2 � u2eÞ

n
when jujzue;

0 when jujbue;

where ue �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ŝse
cD�̂�ĝgÂA

s
: ð10Þ

Finally, the dimensionless fluxes have the form

q x; tð Þuh x; tð Þu x; tð Þc x; tð Þ and

Q xð Þu
Z tde xð Þ

tin xð Þ
q x; tð Þdt: ð11Þ

2.1.2. Lagrangian formulation

The Lagrangian method introduced by Pritchard

and Hogg (2002) allows the governing equations for

suspended sediment transport to be integrated either

numerically or analytically for any known flow field. In

this approach, we write Eq. (9a) in Lagrangian form,

following a fluid element with position xL(t; n) which
carries sediment concentration cL(t; n)=c(xL(t; n), t),
where n is a parameter which labels the elements.

We obtain two first-order ordinary differential

equations,

dxL

dt
¼ u xL; tð Þ with xL t0 nð Þð Þ ¼ x0 nð Þ; ð12Þ

and
dcL

dt
¼ E

qe u xL; tð Þð Þ � cL tð Þ
h xL; tð Þ with

cL t0 nð Þð Þ ¼ c0 nð Þ: ð13Þ
2.2. Shen and Meyer’s solution for a swash event

As part of a series of mathematical studies of

wave breaking on a plane beach, Shen and Meyer

(1963) obtained an exact solution to the shallow-

water equations which describes the flow following

bore collapse on a plane beach. This solution may

be interpreted in several ways. It is most correct to

regard it as an asymptotic description, valid for a

very wide class of initial conditions, of the flow

field close to the moving shoreline. In this context,

the most important aspect of the solution is that the

shoreline undergoes so-called dballisticT motion with

a constant downslope acceleration due to gravity:

this result has been widely used in the interpretation

of swash zone processes (see, e.g., Baldock and

Holmes, 1999).

Alternatively, Shen and Meyer’s flow field may

be interpreted as an exact solution for either an

initial value problem or a boundary value problem.

In the initial condition interpretation, the fluid is

initially at rest, with uniform depth h=1 behind a

ddamT at x=0; at t=0, the dam is removed and the

fluid is allowed to flow out and to accelerate

downslope. In the boundary condition interpretation,

we consider only the flow in some region close to

the shoreline, and regard the flow as ddrivenT by

incoming characteristics which satisfy the condition

uþ 2
ffiffiffi
h

p
þ t ¼ 2. Although we will generally

describe results in terms of the boundary value

problem, the initial value interpretation is useful

because it provides a natural way to label Lagran-

gian fluid elements (see below).

The derivation of the solution has been suc-

cinctly described by Peregrine and Williams (2001).

In dimensionless variables, it has the form

h x; tð Þ ¼ 4t � t2 � 2xð Þ2

36t2
and

u x; tð Þ ¼ 2

3t
t � t2 þ x

 �

ð14Þ

in the region �t�1
2
t2bxb2t�1

2
t2. Meanwhile, the

notional dreservoirT region behind x=�t�1
2
t2 accele-

rates downslope with uniform depth h=1 and

increasing negative velocity u=�t. The times of
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inundation and denudation of a point x are given

respectively by

tin xð Þ ¼ 2�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4� 2x

p
and tde xð Þ ¼ 2þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4� 2x

p
:

ð15Þ

It is useful also to note here the convective

acceleration field Du/Dt, which is given by

Du

Dt
x; tð Þ ¼ Bu

Bt
þ u

Bu

Bx
¼ 2

9

2t � 5t2 � x

t2
: ð16Þ

2.2.1. Region of validity of the solution

Shen and Meyer’s swash solution, like the classical

dam-break solution (Ritter, 1892), becomes singular at

(x, t)=(0, 0), where the free surface becomes vertical

(the ddamT) and the acceleration of the shoremost fluid

element becomes unbounded, since it must accelerate

from rest to a velocity of 2 instantaneously. This

singularity means that there is a region around (0, 0)

in which the shallow-water approximations are no

longer valid. This region may most easily be defined

as that in which jBh/Bxj=jDu/Dt+1j is greater than

some small quantity e2, yielding the criterion

xbxval t; eð Þ ¼ 2t � 1

2
t2 � et2 ð17Þ

for invalidity, where e=9e2/2. (We note that setting

e=9(e1/10)
1/2 recovers the essentially equivalent

definition used by Peregrine and Williams (2001),

where e1 is the acceleration of a water particle

perpendicular to the beach.)

Although the shallow-water approximations are

strictly valid only when e2b1, we expect the Shen–

Meyer solution, like the related horizontal dam-break

solution to the shallow-water equations, to apply

reasonably well even when this is not strictly satisfied.

The experiments of Stansby et al. (1998) suggest that

the exact solution for horizontal dam-break flow

provides a reasonable description of the flow once

jBh/Bxj]1, despite the effects of strongly non-hydro-

static pressures at earlier stages. (Jensen et al. (2003)

have considered the use of a Boussinesq approxima-

tion as a first step towards describing these.) Seaward

of xcxval(t; e2=1), the flow may be strongly three-

dimensional and unsteady, owing its structure to the

interaction between the collapsing bore and the
backwash of the previous swash event (see, e.g.,

Cowen et al., 2003; Matsunaga and Honji, 1980), and

the shallow-water model cannot be expected to

capture the processes in this region. It may therefore

be natural to treat xval as a natural boundary on which

to impose a boundary condition on suspended sedi-

ment, representing the amount stirred up by the

complex three-dimensional flow which follows the

collapse of the bore. We will return to this point in the

next section.

2.2.2. Lagrangian form of the solution

It is straight forward to construct the trajectory of a

fluid element. We label fluid elements xL(t; n) such
that in the ddam-breakT interpretation of the solution,

xL(0; n)=nb0. Using dxL/dt=u(xL, t), we obtain

xL t; nð Þ ¼f n � 1

2
t2 for tbjnj

2t � 1

2
t2 � 3jnj1=3t2=3 for tzjnj;

ð18Þ

and thus the velocity

uL t; nð Þuu xL tð Þ; tð Þ

¼
� � t for tbjnj
2� t � 2jnj1=3t�1=3 for tzjnj;

ð19Þ

the depth

hL t; nð Þuh xL tð Þ; tð Þ ¼
�
1 for tbjnj
jnj2=3t�2=3 for tzjnj;

ð20Þ

and the convective acceleration

Du

Dt
¼ duL

dt

¼
� � 1 for tbjnj

� 1þ 2
3
jnj1=3t�4=3 for tzjnj: ð21Þ

Shen and Meyer’s solution is illustrated in Fig. 1a,

while Fig. 1b shows the fluid trajectories xL(t). The

swash event is dominated by very shallow flows; we

also note that while the shoreline reverses direction at

t=2 and follows a symmetrical dballisticT trajectory,

fluid elements behind it reverse direction sooner.



Fig. 1. Important features of Shen and Meyer’s swash solution. (a) Eulerian form of the (nondimensional) solution: contours of constant u (solid

lines: u=�1.5 to 1.5 by 0.5) and constant h (dashed lines: h=0 to 1 by 0.05). (b) Lagrangian fluid element trajectories xL(t) (solid lines) and

border xval(t) (dashed line) of region in which jBh/BxjN1. Note the narrow range xL(0) =�1/8 to 0 of elements which enter the region xN0 at

some point.
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Consequently, the speed of a fluid element is reduced

relative to ballistic motion u=2�t on the uprush, and

increased on the backwash. Thus there is an intrinsic

asymmetry in the hydrodynamics that we may expect

to favour the export of sediment from the swash zone.

However, this tendency may be counterbalanced by

landwards transport through settling lag effects (cf.

Pritchard and Hogg, 2003a) or by the presence of high

levels of pre-suspended sediment which are advected

into the swash zone: this latter mechanism was

identified as important by both Nielsen (2002) and

Kobayashi and Lawrence (2004). In the following

sections, we will consider firstly transport under a

steady-state total load model (Section 3) which

illustrates the effect of the hydrodynamic asymmetry,

and secondly transport under the non-equilibrium

suspended load model (Section 4) which includes

both pre-suspended sediment and settling lag.
3. Steady-state transport

Many studies of sediment transport in the swash

zone have employed a dtotal loadT description of

sediment transport, in which the total sediment flux is

taken to be a function of the instantaneous or time-

averaged hydrodynamic variables (e.g., Bailard,

1981). This lacks two features which our suspended

load formulation contains: firstly, the supply of

sediment mobilised by the initial bore and advected
into the swash zone; and secondly, the potential for

net transport which arises from lag effects. A principal

aim of this study is to investigate the contribution of

these two mechanisms to net sediment fluxes, and so

it is useful to consider as a baseline the case in which

neither applies. This arises naturally when the quantity

E/h in the sediment transport Eq. (9) is much greater

than 1 (i.e., in very shallow water or for very coarse

sediment), so that c(x, t)=ceq(u(x, t)) everywhere, and

q=qeq=cequh. Q(x) may then be calculated by the

simple integration

Qeq xð Þ ¼
Z tde xð Þ

tin xð Þ
h x; tð Þu x; tð Þceq x; tð Þdt: ð22Þ

Representative results for several forms of the

sediment transport rate are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The overall transport pattern is remarkably invariant

as qeq is varied; in each case, the onshore flux during

the uprush peaks within the lower part of the swash

zone before dying away rapidly upslope, while the

offshore flux on the backwash increases strongly

seawards. The net result in each case is that sediment

is exported from the swash zone, and as Fig. 3

illustrates, the principal reason is that the backwash

lasts longer than the uprush, and the higher concen-

trations on the uprush fail to compensate for this

effect. This result is very robust to the form of the total

load transport model employed: we show in Section

A.1 that it will hold for any model in which the flux is



Fig. 2. Non-dimensional net fluxes Qeq(x) for (a) qeq=u
2uh; (b) qeq=ju3juh; (c) qeq=(u2�1)uh when jujN1; (d) qeq=ju3ju (Bailard model). Solid

lines represent net flux over a cycle; dashed lines represent net contributions from uprush and backwash separately.
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an increasing function of juj, whether or not the flux

also depends on h. This confirms the intuitive result

that if lag effects and pre-suspension are neglected,

the asymmetry between uprush and backwash in this

flow should tend to lead to the export of sediment by a

swash event. It is also consistent with the numerical

results of Masselink and Li (2001) for a beach of

negligible permeability: they found that starting from

a plane beach, sediment was eroded consistently from

the swash zone and was deposited seaward of the

swash zone at around 1 m depth below the undis-

turbed water level (see Fig. 8a of Masselink and Li,

2001).
Fig. 3. Non-dimensional instantaneous fluxes qeq(x, t) plotted at x=0.25
In our suspended load formulation, the sediment

flux q depends on the depth h of the water, whereas in

Bailard’s (1981) total load formulation, q is inde-

pendent of h. (Bagnold, 1966 notes that this is a

deficiency in the standard energetics-based transport

model, since it suggests that a vanishingly small

amount of water can transport a non-vanishing

quantity of sediment.) As Fig. 2d illustrates, this

independence does not make a great difference to the

overall transport pattern, although it does extend the

influence of the swash further upslope where depths

are very low. Fig. 3b illustrates that when q is

independent of h the transport rate is highest at the
, 0.5, 0.75 and 1, for (a) qe=ju2juh; (b) qe=ju3ju (Bailard model).
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moments of inundation and denudation; however, the

mechanism leading to net transport remains essen-

tially the same.

We also note that the presence of even a relatively

high critical shear stress for erosion (Fig. 2c) makes

no qualitative difference to the pattern of net transport.

In future sections, we will take as a reference case the

simplest form of the erosion rate, ue=0 and n=2,

though we will also consider alternative values of ue
and n.

3.1. The effect of a varying friction coefficient

So far, our discussion has assumed that the friction

coefficient cD in the Chezy drag law is a constant, and

in particular that it has the same value during the

uprush and during the backwash. This is a simplifi-

cation of the physics of swash zone turbulence, and

while it lies beyond the current study to examine in

detail how employing a varying friction factor in a

swash model might affect sediment transport patterns,

it is worth paying some attention to this question.

Several previous studies have suggested that the

shear stresses exerted on the bed by a given free

stream velocity might differ on the uprush and the

backwash, and that this might explain a bias towards

onshore sediment transport (Masselink and Hughes,

1998). Such a difference in friction coefficients can be

seen as a simple model of the developing boundary

layer under the flow. It is only very recently, however,

that direct measurements of this effect have become

available. The field study by Conley and Griffin

(2004) suggests that cD is a weak function of

Reynolds number and that, more significantly, the

values on the backwash may be systematically as
Fig. 4. Non-dimensional net fluxes Qeq(x) for (a) ue=0, n=1 and b=0.5;
cycle; dashed lines represent net contributions from uprush and backwash
much as 50% lower than those on the uprush. For

simplicity, we will consider only the latter effect here.

It is simple to include a directionally dependent

friction coefficient in the model described here for

steady-state transport. Defining bb1 to be the ratio of

the backwash to the uprush friction coefficient and

t0(x) to be the time such that u(x, t0)=0, we obtain

Qeq xð Þ ¼
Z t0 xð Þ

tin xð Þ
h x; tð Þu x; tð Þ u2 � u2e


 �n
dt

þ
Z tde xð Þ

t0 xð Þ
h x; tð Þu x; tð Þ bu2 � u2e


 �n
dt ð23Þ

for an equilibrium suspended-load model, and

Qeq xð Þ ¼
Z t0 xð Þ

tin xð Þ
u x; tð Þ4dt � b

Z tde xð Þ

t0 xð Þ
u x; tð Þ4dt ð24Þ

for a Bailard-type model.

Fig. 4 shows some typical results for each case.

The effect of introducing an asymmetry in cD is felt

most close to maximum run-up, where there is a more

delicate balance between the magnitudes of transport

on the uprush and the backwash (cf. Section A.2), and

it can be shown (Section A.2.1) that for any bb1,
there must be a region of weak onshore transport in

the upper part of the swash zone. Meanwhile, a much

lower value of b is required to reverse transport at the

seaward end of the swash zone: for ue=0 and m=2 or

3, net transport must remain seawards here for bk0.3,

while under the Bailard model, any value of bN1/243
will lead to net offshore transport here. Fig. 4b

indicates how much stronger the bias in favour of

offshore transport is in the Bailard model: with b=0.5,
(b) Bailard model with b=0.5. Solid lines represent net flux over a

separately.
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the region of net onshore transport is confined to the

uppermost part of the swash zone and is extremely

weak, whereas the same value of b causes appreciable

onshore transport and sediment divergence under an

equilibrium suspended-load model (Fig. 4a).

The overall conclusion of this brief discussion is

that for the range of values of b suggested by Conley

and Griffin’s measurements, we expect friction factor

asymmetry to lead to sediment divergence in the

swash zone, but not to explain net landwards transport

throughout it.
4. Non-steady-state transport

We now extend the analysis to consider situations

in which the suspended sediment load takes a finite

dlagT time to respond to changes in the hydro-

dynamic conditions, and in which there may be

sediment already in suspension at the start of the

swash event.

4.1. Lagrangian method of solution

We may write the Lagrangian equation for con-

centration following a fluid element as

dcL

dt
þ E

hL tð Þ cL tð Þ ¼ Eqe uL tð Þð Þ
hL tð Þ : ð25Þ

The solution satisfying cL(t0(n))=c0(n) has the form

cL(t; n)=c0(n)cL
pr(t; n)+cL

en(t; n), where

c
pr
L t; nð Þ ¼ X t; t0 nð Þð Þ where

X t; t0ð Þ ¼ exp

"
�

Z t

t0

E

hL tVð Þ d tV
#
; and

cen t; nð Þ ¼ X t; t0 nð Þð Þ
Z t

t0 nð Þ

1

X tV; t0 nð Þð Þ
Eqe tVð Þ
hL tVð Þ dtV:

ð26Þ

With an appropriate choice of c0 and t0 as

functions of the element labelling quantity n, we can

then use Eq. (26) to represent the concentration field

subject to an initial or boundary condition of the form

cL(t0(n); n)=c0(n) on some curve Cbdy ¼ x0 nð Þ; t0 nð Þð Þ
such that Cbdy is never tangent to any of the

trajectories (xL(t; n), t). As special cases, we may
choose either of the curves x0=0 or x0(t0)=xval(t0;

e2=1)=2t0�5t0
2, and impose c(x0, t) during the inflow

phase when u(x0, t0)N0. (We will show that the

difference between imposing a boundary condition at

x=0 and at x=xval is minimal.) Finally, the Eulerian

solution is obtained by using Eq. (18) and the

definition of t0(n) to substitute n(x, t) into each part

of the Lagrangian solution cL(t; n).
Splitting the solution into the components cpr and

cen has an immediate physical interpretation. The

quantity cL
en (t; n) represents sediment that is

entrained within the swash zone, while cL
pr(t; n)

represents sediment that is pre-suspended by the

bore and input to the swash event along the

boundary Cbdy, and which gradually deposits. It is

useful to separate these two contributions to net

transport in this way, because it provides an

immediate means of determining when swash zone

transport is dominated by sediment mobilised by the

initial bore and when it is dominated by the swash

flow itself (Jackson et al., 2004). We will denote all

quantities which refer to the pre-suspended sediment

by a superscript pr and those which refer to sediment

entrained within the swash zone by a superscript en.

Eq. (26) may be evaluated exactly for some

specific choices of qe. In general, however, it is most

efficient to evaluate it numerically using a computer

algebra package such as MAPLE or a standard

numerical integration routine (Press et al., 1992).

Both methods were employed to generate the results

presented here.

It is also helpful to obtain approximations to Eq.

(26) in the limits of large and small E. As we have

already noted, in the limit of large E, the suspended

sediment concentration stays very close to its equili-

brium value ceq. We can then describe the suspended

sediment concentration by an asymptotic expansion

valid for large E,

c x; tð Þ ¼ ceq u x; tð Þð Þ þ 1

E
c1 x; tð Þ þO E�2


 �
; ð27Þ

where it can be shown by direct substitution into the

governing transport equation that

c1 x; tð Þ ¼ � h x; tð Þ
�
Bceq

Bt
þ u

Bceq

Bx

�

¼ � h
dceq

du

Du

Dt
: ð28Þ
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We note that this expansion reduces the order of

the problem and does not allow an initial condition on

c to be imposed. However, it is valid in particular in

the very small depths around the point of maximum

run-up: we make use of this fact in Section A.2 to

obtain results for the net sediment transport in the

upper part of the swash zone.

It is also useful to develop approximate solutions in

the regime of small E (very slow sediment response):

in this regime we may expand Eq. (26) to give

c
pr
L t; nð Þ ¼ c0 nð Þ þ E

Z t

t0 nð Þ

qe uL tV; nð Þð Þ � c0 nð Þ
hL tV; nð Þ dtV

þO E2

 �

ð29Þ

and cenL t; nð Þ ¼ E

Z t

t0 nð Þ

qe uL tV; nð Þð Þ
hL tV; nð Þ dtVþO E2


 �
:

ð30Þ

Consequently, in this regime, all net fluxes are

proportional to E to leading order.

4.2. Examples of solutions for sediment entrained

within the swash zone

We start by considering the solutions for sediment

which is entrained within the swash zone. Figs. 5 and

6 show how the concentration field cen(x, t) evolves

for two different values of E, while Figs. 7 and 8

illustrate the corresponding Eulerian sediment fluxes

qen(x, t) and Qen(x). (Hereafter, unless otherwise
Fig. 5. Non-dimensional concentration fields cen(x, t) plotted at regular

(shoreline retreating). Parameters throughout are E=0.3 and qe=u
2; bounda

each dsnapshotT of the concentration field, and the fine dotted lines indica
stated, the boundary Cbdy of the region in which we

consider transport is taken to be x=0.)

We first consider the case E=0.3 (Fig. 5),

representing relatively coarse sediment or gentle

swash. On the uprush (Fig. 5a), sediment is rapidly

entrained, especially in the shallow water immediately

behind the shoreline. As the flow decelerates, material

is gradually deposited, so as flow reverses, at first at

x=0 and then further inland, the suspended sediment

concentration almost vanishes. On the backwash (Fig.

5b), concentration adjusts rapidly in the very shallow

water to its instantaneous equilibrium value, and

increases rapidly as the water drains offshore, carrying

sediment out of the swash zone.

Essentially the same pattern occurs for E=0.01

(Fig. 6), but in this case, the greater response time of

the suspended sediment load means that less material

is entrained on the uprush, and concentrations well

behind the shoreline remain generally lower even on

the backwash. Additionally, the concentration c=ceq at

the shoreline decreases more rapidly as the shoreline

speed falls than does that immediately behind it,

forming the local maximum of c which is particularly

evident in Fig. 6a.

Figs. 7b and 8b illustrate the net movement of

sediment which results. In each case, there is a net

landwards motion of sediment in the middle of the

swash zone and a strong offshore flux seaward of this.

(It is interesting to note that similar flux divergence

within the swash zone has been reported by Miles et

al., 2002.) The net deposit, g(x)=�dQ/dx, is positive

in the upper part of the swash zone, but the dominant

effect of the swash event is the erosional region in the
intervals in t: (a) t=0.4 to 2 (shoreline advancing); (b) t=2 to 3.6

ry condition c=0 imposed at x=0. Labels indicate the value of t for

te the instantaneous shoreline position for each value of t.



Fig. 6. Concentration fields cen(x, t) plotted at regular intervals in t: (a) t=0.4 to 2 (shoreline advancing); (b) t=2 to 3.6 (shoreline retreating).

Parameters throughout are E=0.01 and qe=u
2; boundary condition c=0 imposed at x=0. Labels indicate the value of t for each dsnapshotT of the

concentration field, and the fine dotted lines indicate the instantaneous shoreline position for each value of t.
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lower part, as sediment is entrained and exported on

the backwash.

The net landwards transport in the upper part of the

swash zone occurs through settling lag (Pritchard and

Hogg, 2003a): material is entrained early in the

uprush (witness the high concentrations in Figs. 5a

and 6a) and gradually deposited as velocities fall

towards t=2; on the backwash, it takes a finite time for

high concentrations to re-establish themselves, and so

on the upper part of the swash zone the seaward fluxes

cannot cancel the landward fluxes. (This delay is the

principal difference between the processes operating

in Figs. 2a and 7b: note the effect both on the position

of maximum flux during the uprush and on the

magnitude of backwash fluxes generally.) The effect

of a lower value of E is to shift the depositional region

landwards, as it takes longer for material to be

entrained on the uprush. This is also evident in the

Eulerian fluxes plotted in Figs. 7a and 8a, where the

peak fluxes occur earlier in both uprush and backwash
Fig. 7. (a) Non-dimensional instantaneous fluxes qen(x, t) at various points

qe=u
2, E=0.3 and boundary condition c=0 at x=0. In (a), the dashed and so

net fluxes on the uprush and on the backwash, while the solid line is the
for E=0.3 than for E=0.01. The generally lower

concentrations for E=0.01 lead to a generally smaller

net movement of sediment; the overall ratio of peak

onshore to peak offshore transport, however, remains

roughly the same.

4.3. Examples of solutions for pre-suspended sediment

We now consider the fate of sediment which is

mobilised by the initial bore and advected into the

swash zone. Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the patterns of

suspended sediment transport for high and low values

of E.

In each case, the pattern of transport is fairly

simple: concentrations decrease shoreward at any

instant, and in a Lagrangian frame, they decrease also

with time (though this is not true in an Eulerian frame

because of the shorewards advection of high concen-

trations on the uprush: for example, an observer at

x=1.2 in Fig. 9b will see first a rapid increase in c
across the swash zone and (b) net flux Qen(x) over a swash event, for

lid lines are for visual convenience. In (b), the dashed lines represent

total flux.



Fig. 8. (a) Non-dimensional instantaneous fluxes qen(x, t) at various points across the swash zone and (b) net flux Qen(x) over a swash event, for

qe=u
2, E=0.01 and boundary condition c=0 at x=0. In (a), the dashed and solid lines are for visual convenience. In (b), the dashed lines

represent net fluxes on the uprush and on the backwash, while the solid line is the total flux.
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following inundation and then a gradual decrease).

The resulting pattern of net transport is entirely

landwards and hence depositional; lower values of E

enable sediment to be transported rather further

onshore, but because there is less chance for material

to settle out on the uprush, the net transport onshore is

rather lower than for higher values of E, and indeed

emerges only after the near cancellation of on- and

offshore fluxes (Fig. 10b).

We also note that these results were obtained

assuming that c takes a constant value at the seaward

boundary during periods of inflow. This assumption is

not necessary to our solutions, and indeed any

variation of c along the boundary curve Cbdy may be

imposed. However, a time-varying concentration

makes little difference to the spatial pattern of

deposition, since each fluid element must contribute

a net flux of sediment which decays landwards

regardless of its initial sediment load.
Fig. 9. Non-dimensional concentration fields cpr(x, t) plotted at regular i

condition c=1 imposed at x=0. Labels indicate the value of t for each dsnap
instantaneous shoreline position for each value of t.
4.4. Variation of transport patterns with E and with qe

Fig. 11 illustrates how the net sediment transport

under a swash event varies with the exchange rate

parameter E and with the form of the erosion rate. The

net fluxes at x=0 of internally mobilised and

externally supplied sediment (Fig. 11a and b) provide

a useful measure of the overall magnitude of sediment

transport in each case, although given that x=0 must

be affected by the bore collapse they are not directly

significant in themselves. The maximum landwards

flux of internally mobilised sediment (Fig. 11c)

provides a measure of the extent to which lag effects

affect the transport processes.

Figs. 11a and b illustrate two main points. The first

is that the overall trends in sediment transport under a

swash event depend neither on the precise form of the

erosion rate nor on whether the boundary condition is

applied at x=0 or at x=xval(t); this gives us some
ntervals in t: (a) E=0.3; (b) E=0.01. Erosion rate qe=u
2; boundary

shotT of the concentration field, and the fine dotted lines indicate the



Fig. 10. Non-dimensional net fluxes Qpr(x) for (a) E=0.3 and (b) E=0.01. Erosion rate qe=u
2; boundary condition c=1 imposed at x=0. Dashed

lines represent net fluxes on the uprush and on the backwash, while the solid line is the total flux.
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confidence that the results obtained here are robust.

The second is that higher values of E make the swash

zone both more effective in trapping sediment

mobilised by the bore collapse (because it settles out

more rapidly) and more able to export sediment

(because of the greater amount of sediment entrained

on the backwash).

Fig. 11c also illustrates two important points. For

all six combinations of boundary condition and
Fig. 11. Summary of variation of net transport with E and with qe(u): (a) n

Qpr(0) of sediment supplied by the bore; (c) maximum positive value of

boundary condition at x=0; dashed lines represent results with boundary c

qe=u
3; (iii) qe=u

2�1 when jujN1.
erosion rate considered, a value of Ec0.1 maximises

the lag effect. However, this effect is always weak,

and the maximum value of Qen(x) is no more than

10% of the value of Qpr(0). Recalling that Qpr(x) is

calculated assuming a dimensionless boundary con-

centration c0=1, this indicates that if the suspended

sediment concentrations mobilised by the bore are

comparable to those mobilised within the swash zone,

then the principal contribution of suspended load to
et flux Qen(0) of sediment entrained in the swash zone; (b) net flux

Qen(x); (d) ratio jQen(0)/Qpr(0)j. Solid lines represent results with

ondition at x=xval(t). Different forms of erosion rate: (i) qe=u
2; (ii)
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onshore sediment transport will almost invariably be

by importing sediment from the bore collapse region

rather than through dinternalT lag effects.

The existence of a value of E which maximises the

lag effect, and thus of weak sediment sorting across

the swash zone, is a rather robust feature of our model.

At low values of E, however, the lag effect must

decline since Q(x) becomes proportional to E in this

regime (Eqs. (29) and (30)). In the opposite limit

EYl, we show in Section A.2 that for sufficiently

large E, the net flux near x=2 must become negative,

implying that lag effects are unable to overcome the

tendency to export sediment. This explains why

Qen(x) no longer has a local maximum for large E

(Fig. 11c).

The ratio jQen(0)/Qpr(0)j (Fig. 11d), which repre-

sents the balance between the sediment imported and

that exported, is of order 1, and it varies only by about

20% over the range of E considered. This result

provides a useful guideline for future investigations of

the bore collapse process, since if the bore collapse

mobilises a suspended sediment concentration greater

than c0
eqm=jQen(0)/Qpr(0)j this will result in the net

import of sediment, whereas if it mobilises less

sediment than this the swash event will export

sediment. However, even if the sediment imported

balances that exported, the different spatial patterns of

erosion and deposition (Figs. 7, 8 and 10) mean that

sediment will still be redistributed within the swash

zone, so the swash event will still have some

morphological impact. We also note that although

c0
eqm varies only weakly with E, it varies substantially

with the form of qe (in particular with the presence or

absence of a threshold shear stress for sediment

entrainment), suggesting that the sensitivity of model

predictions to this component should always be

carefully tested.

The fact that the ratio c0
eqm varies so weakly with E

is also interesting because of its implications for the

fate of very fine material. It is tempting to suspect that

suspended transport could preferentially remove fine

material from beaches, because particles entrained on

the uprush are unable to settle out during the back-

wash and are carried seawards. However, this will

lead to a net export of fine material only if the

concentrations of fine sediment supplied by the bore

are smaller than c0
eqm, and this condition does not

depend strongly on the size of the sediment. This
implies that, while swash may play a part in sifting

fine material out of a steep beach, it alone cannot

explain the absence of fine materials, and some

preferential export of fine material in the inner surf

zone is also required.

4.4.1. Dimensional estimates of erosion and accretion

rates

So far, we have treated the sediment transport

processes under a swash event in purely nondimen-

sional terms. This provides insight into the essential

dynamics of the suspended sediment; however, in

order to relate the results directly to the field, it is

useful to make some calculations of the magnitude of

the sediment fluxes involved.

We will take the dimensional scales specified in

Section 2.1.1, with tanh=0.1 and (ĝÂ)1/2=1 m s�1. We

will use the data of Puleo et al. (2003) as a guide to

the frequency of significant swash events and the

concentrations attained under them: Puleo et al. found

that concentrations of 100 kg m�3 were attained

throughout the water column approximately 10 times

in 4 min, so we will take for reference a depth-

averaged concentration of Ĉ=100 kg m�3. This gives

us the convenient relation that a dimensionless flux

Q=1 corresponds to a dimensional flux of 10 kg m�1

per swash event. So, taking a quadratic erosion law,

we find that for very fine sand or silt (so ŵs=10
�3 m

s�1 and thus E=10�2), one swash event can export up

to 200 g of suspended sediment per metre in the long-

shore direction (Fig. 11a). Coarser sand, for which

ŵs=10
�2 m s�1 and thus E=0.1, may be exported

three or four times faster. On the other hand, if the

initial bore mobilises concentrations greater than

about 0.7Ĉ (i.e., 70 kg m�3; see Fig. 11d), then

comparable or greater quantities are likely to be

imported (Fig. 11b). Meanwhile, Fig. 11c suggests

that the swash event will move amounts of the order

of 10 g m�1 of fine or coarse sediment, or up to about

50 g m�1 of intermediate sediment, onshore through

settling lag.

Fig. 12 shows the predicted morphological change

extrapolated over 1 h (150 swash events): it illustrates

how the morphological effect of the swash varies both

across the swash zone and with the amount of

sediment mobilised by the bore. The results for c0=0

(where the initial bore is empty of sediment) and for

c0=1.25 (where the initial bore is heavily overloaded



Fig. 12. Depth of net erosion or deposition under swash flow with E=0.3, Â=0.1 m, sinh=0.1, Ĉ=100 kg m�3 and ĉb=1800 kg m
�3. The dashed

line represents ĝpr(x̂); the solid lines represent ĝen(x̂)+c0ĝ
pr(x̂) for c0=0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.25 (as labelled).
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with sediment) provide an indication of the maximum

erosive potential. This is greatest close to the point of

bore collapse, where predicted changes are up to 15

cm per hour: we recall from Fig. 1b that shallow-water

theory may not be valid seawards of x̂c0.2 m. When

the bore mobilises concentrations closer to c0
eqmc0.7,

the predicted morphological changes are rather lower,

of the order of a few centimetres per hour.

It is worth commenting on the spatial pattern of

morphological change predicted. The region close to

the point of bore collapse is the most active, and also

the most sensitive to the amount of pre-suspended

sediment. Further landwards, the morphological

change is smaller but also more independent of pre-

suspension; in particular, the predicted deposition of

1–2 cm around x̂=1 m (half way up the swash zone) is

due largely to settling lag effects on sediment

entrained within the swash zone, and is almost

independent of c0. When c0 is close to c0
eqm, the

overall pattern of erosion and deposition may be quite

complicated: for example, for c0=0.75, there is net

deposition close to the point of bore collapse, net

erosion further landwards, then net deposition tailing

of towards the top of the swash zone.

The morphological change predicted by naively

extrapolating the results for a single swash event in

this way is rather large. There are few direct

measurements of the morphological change resulting

from swash zone processes, but our estimate of

change in the middle of the swash zone is somewhat

higher than either the approximately 1 cm of

deposition which Hughes et al. (1997) measured over

a 4-h interval on a steep beach or the change in bed

elevation of 1 cm which Butt and Russell (1999)

recorded at their experimental rig over the 48-h
interval between their dcalmT and dstormT time series.

(However, it is rather less than the 1 cm per swash

event estimated by Puleo et al., 2003.) This discrep-

ancy may have several causes. One is that suspended

transport is only one of a number of processes

occurring in the swash zone, and it may be counter-

balanced by, for example, a net export of sediment in

the form of bedload. A second is that changes to bed

elevation of a centimetre or more are sufficient to

affect the propagation of the flow itself, and so in this

very dynamic environment there may be morphody-

namic feedback even over a timescale of tens of

minutes which prevents large features from develop-

ing. A third is that our results are exaggerated by

assuming that bores always collapse in the same

position and have the same size: allowing for some

variation in the location and scale of swash events

would mean that the sediment involved was distrib-

uted over a wider area than our naive estimates

represent. However, while these discrepancies suggest

that actual morphological change emerges as a rather

subtle balance between different mechanisms and

morphodynamic feedbacks, their overall implication

is that suspended load contributes significantly to this

balance.

We should now comment on the effect of allowing

for the vertical distribution of sediment in the water

column. As indicated in Section 2, this should

probably be regarded as a source of uncertainty in

the model, since it arises from processes which are

hard to measure in the field or to represent accurately

in models. Increasing the effective settling velocity by

a factor of 10 would mean that the value of E for fine

to medium sand could be as high as Ec1: referring to

Fig. 11, this could increase the dimensionless net
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fluxes in and out of the swash zone by up to 50%, but

without much altering the ratio between them. The

contribution from settling lag, however, would be

almost entirely eliminated (Fig. 11c), so reducing the

amount of deposition around x=1.

Finally, we note that these estimates assume that

transport processes can be characterised by a single

representative size of swash event. In reality, the

swash will be non-uniform, and transport will be

dominated by less frequent but larger events. In this

case, whether the long-term erosion or accretion rates

are lower or higher than those estimated here will

depend on the extent to which the lower frequency of

large events is offset by the ability of the larger

collapsing bore to mobilise higher suspended sedi-

ment concentrations. This is clearly a complicated

topic requiring further detailed field and laboratory

investigation to characterise not just individual events

but a representative ensemble of swash sizes and pre-

suspended sediment concentrations.
5. Discussion: onshore or offshore transport?

The ultimate reason for studying sediment trans-

port under swash is that it may be important in

determining the morphodynamic evolution of

beaches, with implications especially for coastal

defence. In this context, the simplest question which

should be answered is whether swash flows tend to

move sediment seawards or landwards across the

swash zone.

Although the intrinsic asymmetry between uprush

and backwash velocities tends to encourage the

export of sediment, we have seen that swash events

may lead to landward transport through two

mechanisms. Firstly, they may be effective in

distributing across the swash zone all or some of

the sediment mobilised by bore collapse; secondly,

settling lag effects may promote a weak onshore

movement of sediment. For fine sediment, the

sediment load is significantly different from that

predicted by a quasi-steady dtotal loadT model

because of lag effects, whereas for relatively coarse

sediment, settling lag is less effective. However,

settling lag is a weak effect compared both to the

onshore transport of pre-suspended sediment and to

the offshore transport caused by high backwash
velocities, both of which are more effective for

coarser sediment. This has implications for the

development of more sophisticated models for

engineering applications, because it implies that

these models should incorporate some description

of the pre-suspension process in order to provide

realistic results. (The recent experiments of Kobaya-

shi and Lawrence, 2004 with solitary waves have

suggested that this is a complex topic, as the amount

of presuspended sediment depends on the manner in

which the incoming wave plunges or collapses as it

approaches the shoreline.)

It is interesting to consider our results in the

light of recent field studies of sediment transport in

the swash zone. As noted in Section 2.2, the

intrinsic asymmetry in swash flows might be expected

to encourage the seaward movement of sediment.

However, measurements of sediment transport in the

swash zone (e.g., Masselink and Hughes, 1998; Butt

and Russell, 2000) have suggested that rather higher

concentrations are associated with the uprush than

with the backwash, so that a swash event may in fact

lead to the upshore movement of sediment. A number

of explanations for this phenomenon have been

advanced in recent years. Several recent studies

(Masselink and Hughes, 1998; Nielsen, 2002; Jackson

et al., 2004) have pointed to the importance of the

onshore advection of sediment mobilised by the bore

collapse, but hitherto this mechanism has proved

rather hard to investigate quantitatively. The results of

Section 4, and in particular the estimate which they

provide of the quantity of sediment which must be

presuspended in order to produce a net onshore

sediment flux, provide a basis against which future

field measurements in both the swash and surf zone

could be compared. Given the complexity of the bore

collapse process such future studies are essential if the

morphodynamic role of suspended sediment in the

swash zone is to be properly understood; however, the

dimensional estimates obtained in Section 4.4.1

suggest that the onshore advection of pre-suspended

sediment may contribute significantly to net transport

patterns.

It is worth setting this conclusion alongside two

other theories which have recently been advanced to

explain the onshore transport of sediment: a bias

introduced by directionally dependent bed shear

stresses, and a bias introduced by contributions
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made by acceleration to the effective bed shear

stress.

Masselink and Hughes (1998) found that the

observed trends in uprush and backwash transport

could be explained using the energetics-based model

of Bagnold (1966) if different coefficients of propor-

tionality were employed during the two phases of the

flow, and suggested that this might be due to the

different structure of the turbulent boundary layer or

to sediment stabilisation or destabilisation by flow

through the porous bed. This theory has recently

received support from the direct measurements of

stress carried out by Conley and Griffin (2004), and

we have examined it in Section 3.1. Our tentative

conclusion is that while this effect may contribute to

net onshore sediment transport, it cannot lead to

onshore transport everywhere in the swash zone

unless cD is taken to be rather lower on the backwash

than Conley and Griffin’s results suggest. It may,

however, complement the onshore contribution from

presuspended sediment, particularly in the upper part

of the swash zone where the flow is more nearly

symmetrical between uprush and backwash, whereas

pre-suspended material is deposited mostly in the

lower part of the swash zone. A more detailed

examination of the interaction between these pro-

cesses is beyond the scope of the current study,

though it would make an interesting topic for future

research.

Nielsen (2002) suggested that the effective shear

stress exerted on the bed includes a contribution from

the horizontal pressure gradient (equivalently, from

the local fluid acceleration). Such a mechanism was

revealed to operate in sheet flow by the particle-based
Fig. 13. Important features of Shen and Meyer’s swash solution (in nondi

(solid lines) together with shoreline velocity 2�t (dashed line); (b) convect

1.5, together with Puleo et al.’s (2003) time series estimate u�1
Bh/Bt�1
simulations of Drake and Calantoni (2001), and

Nielsen’s (2002) analysis of Masselink and Hughes’s

(1998) data suggested that it could indeed explain the

net transport patterns which they found, although

Nielsen noted that the existing evidence is insufficient

to explain the phenomenon conclusively. Recently,

Puleo et al. (2003) have carried out a similar analysis

of another data set, again with promising results.

We could in principle incorporate an accelerative

contribution to shear stress in the analysis presented

here, and this might also make an interesting topic for

further numerical or analytical investigation. How-

ever, we note that there are differences between the

typical records of velocity and acceleration predicted

by the Shen–Meyer solution and those measured by

Masselink and Hughes (1998). In particular, Masse-

link and Hughes (1998) measured velocities in very

shallow water which increased rapidly just after

inundation and decreased rapidly just before denuda-

tion: The associated high landwards accelerations play

an important role in Nielsen’s (2002) analysis. These

accelerations, however, are absent in the Shen–Meyer

solution (Fig. 13a) and in more complex simulations

of swash flow; Hughes and Baldock (2004) have

suggested that their appearance in some field data may

be an artefact, related to the difficulty of measuring

velocities accurately in very shallow water. In any

case, as indicated in Section 3, it is not clear that a

model in which significant transport takes place in

very shallow water is physically consistent. Brief

periods of high shorewards acceleration are predicted

by the Shen–Meyer solution on the lower part of the

swash zone as the bore collapses (Fig. 13b), but as

explained above, these correspond to the region
mensional variables): Eulerian measurements of: (a) velocity u(t; x)

ive acceleration Du/Dt(t; x) (solid lines) plotted at x=0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1,

(dashed line) for the point x=0.5.
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xbxval(t) in which the shallow-water description may

no longer be expected to be valid.

A further difficulty involved in field studies is

indicated in Fig. 13b, where we have plotted for

illustration the estimate of Du/Dt derived and used in

their time series analysis by Puleo et al. (2003). This

estimate was derived on the basis of Taylor’s

hypothesis, and is given by Du/Dtcu�1
Bh/Bt�1.

The poor correspondence between the estimate and

the analytical solution indicates the difficulties faced

in estimating essentially Lagrangian quantities from

Eulerian time series data in the swash zone, both

because the advective term uBu/Bx in the momentum

equation cannot be neglected and because the

substitution of u for the wave celerity c ¼
ffiffiffi
h

p
breaks

down when the flow reverses.

The difficulties in identifying and describing

complex effects such as acceleration-dependent trans-

port clearly should not deter their further investiga-

tion, especially in the light of the discrepancies

between the theoretical and empirical understanding

of the flows and transport processes involved. How-

ever, our model suggests that it would be valuable to

supplement such studies with systematic measure-

ments of the amount of sediment suspended immedi-

ately offshore from the swash zone. The results

presented here then provide a basis for determining

the relative magnitudes of the contributions to net

transport from pre-suspended sediment and that

mobilised, by whatever process, within the swash

zone: They support the suggestion of recent studies

(Masselink and Hughes, 1998; Nielsen, 2002; Jackson

et al., 2004) that the latter contribution may be

significant.
6. Summary and conclusions

We have developed an analytical description of

the transport of suspended sediment by a single

swash event following the collapse of a bore on a

plane beach, modelling the swash flow by the exact

solution to the shallow-water equations obtained by

Shen and Meyer (1963). We have shown how the

sediment transport may be separated into a contri-

bution from sediment entrained within the swash

zone and one from sediment suspended by the initial

bore collapse.
Although the intrinsic asymmetry between uprush

and backwash velocities tends to encourage the export

of sediment, we find that swash events may lead to

landward transport. Aweak settling lag effect provides

part of this transport, but it is likely to be dominated

by the onshore advection and settling of the sediment

dpre-suspendedT by the bore collapse. For fine sedi-

ment, the sediment load is significantly different from

that predicted by a quasi-steady dtotal loadT model

because of lag effects, whereas for relatively coarse

sediment, settling lag is less effective. Both the

onshore transport of pre-suspended sediment and the

offshore transport caused by high backwash velocities

are more effective for coarser sediment. We have

estimated the erosion and accretion rates which may

result from suspended sediment transport, and our

estimates suggest that, especially on the lower part of

the swash zone, it may be as significant a mechanism

as several other processes by which it has been

suggested that bedload transport is biased in the

landwards direction.

The calculations in this paper have been made

using relatively simple flow fields and sediment

transport formulae. We have demonstrated that our

general conclusions are robust to variations in this

formulation and we reiterate that this analytical

framework may readily be employed with any flow

fields and transport laws. We believe that this method

offers considerable insight into the complex compet-

ing processes in nearshore morphodynamics.

The principal applicable outcome of this study

is to provide an estimate of how the net erosion or

deposition under a swash event is related to the

quantity of sediment mobilised by the initial bore

collapse. It thus provides a framework in which to

address the important question identified by recent

studies (Masselink and Hughes, 1998; Nielsen,

2002; Jackson et al., 2004) of how much such

pre-suspended sediment may contribute to swash

zone transport. Additionally, it emphasises the

importance of incorporating some account of the

presuspension process in future predictive models

of swash zone processes. We hope that future field

or experimental studies will be able to measure the

pre-suspended sediment directly: with such meas-

urements, it would be possible to build on the

theoretical framework developed here and improve

significantly our understanding of the important
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role which the swash zone plays in nearshore

morphodynamics.
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Appendix A. Some asymptotic results

The following calculations provide the mathemat-

ical background to some of the general conclusions

presented in the main text.

A.1. Sufficient conditions for the swash zone to export

sediment under a total load model

A.1.1. Concentration-based model

We assume that sediment transport is described by

a total load model in which the instantaneous

concentration of suspended sediment is given by

ceq(u). For convenience, we define the quantities

t0(x) such that u(x , t0(x))=0 and u*(x)uu(x ,

tin(x))=�u(x, tde(x)). The velocity at a point x then

varies between u* on the uprush and �u* on the

backwash.

The total flux Q(x) is given by

Q xð Þ ¼
Z tde xð Þ

tin xð Þ
u x; tð Þh x; tð Þceq u x; tð Þð Þdt: ð31Þ

The flux must be zero at the top of the swash zone

where tin=tde, so if we can show that dQ/dxz0

throughout the swash zone, this will be sufficient to

show that Q(x)V0 throughout.

The derivative is given by

dQ

dx
¼ uhceqjt¼tde

dtde

dx
� uhceqjt¼tin

dtin

dx

þ
Z tde

tin

B

Bx
uhceq uð Þ

 �

dt: ð32Þ
By fluid continuity, we can write

B

Bx
uhceq uð Þ

 �

¼ �
B hceq

 �
Bt

þ h

�
Bceq

Bt
þ u

Bceq

Bx

�
:

ð33Þ

Additionally, from the definition of tin(x) and tde(x),

we obtain

dtin

dx
¼ 1

u x; tinð Þ and
dtde

dx
¼ 1

u x; tdeð Þ : ð34Þ

Substituting these results into the expression for dQ/

dx, we obtain

dQ

dx
¼

Z tde xð Þ

tin xð Þ
h
dceq

du

�
Bu

Bt
þ u

Bu

Bx

�
dt ð35Þ

¼
Z �u4

u4

h
dceq

du
1þ ug x; uð Þð Þdu; where

g x; uð Þ ¼ Bu=Bx

Bu=Bt
ð36Þ

¼ �
Z u4

0

dceq

du
x; uð ÞK x; uð Þdu; ð37Þ

where K x; uð Þuh x; uð Þ 1þ ug x; uð Þð Þ

� h x; � uð Þ 1� ug x; � uð Þð Þ; ð38Þ

and where in the last step we have made the additional

assumption that ceq(u) is an even function of u.

In general, we expect ceq(u) to be a monotoni-

cally increasing function of juj (i.e., dceq/duz0 for

uN0), for any physically reasonable sediment trans-

port model. Additionally, for Shen–Meyer flow, we

have

t x; uð Þ ¼ 1

2
� 3

4
uþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
1

2
� 3

4
u

�2

þ x

s
and

g x; uð Þ ¼ � t x; uð Þ
t2 x; uð Þ þ x

; ð39Þ

and it is simple to establish that K(x, u)=0 for all (x,

u) within the swash zone. This is sufficient to

guarantee that dQ/dxz0 and thus Q(x)V0 across the

swash zone.
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A.1.2. Bailard-type model

We can carry out a similar analysis when the total

load is described by a Bailard-type formula, q=uf(u),

where f is an even function of u. The total flux then

has the form

Q xð Þ ¼
Z t0 xð Þ

tin xð Þ
uf uð Þdt þ

Z tde xð Þ

t0 xð Þ
uf � uð Þdt ð40Þ

and using f(u*)=f(�u*), we may obtain

dQ

dx
¼ �

Z u4

0

dq

du
g x; uð Þ þ g x; � uð Þ½ �du; ð41Þ

where g(x, u) is defined as above. For any physically

reasonable model, the derivative dq/duz0 for uz0,

and so the swash zone will export sediment if g(x,

u)+g(x, �u)V0 for all (x, u) in the swash zone. Again,

it is simple to confirm that this is the case.

A.2. Sufficient conditions for net landwards transport

at the landward end of the swash zone

It is also of interest to consider transport processes

at the landwards end of the swash zone: this will give

us some insight into the criteria for lag effects to

produce landwards sediment transport in the upper

swash zone.

We take ceq(u) to be of the form ceq=jujn where n

is a positive integer. (This can be thought of as the

leading term in a series expansion in small juj, valid
for the low velocities around maximum run-up.) As

before, we express the dtotal loadT flux in terms of an

integral over u,

Q0 xð Þ ¼
Z �u4

u4

ujujn h x; uð Þ
Bu=Bt

du: ð42Þ

We now transform to the independent variables � ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� x

p
and v=u/e, so this integral becomes

Q0 �ð Þ ¼ �
Z ffiffi

2
p

�
ffiffi
2

p �2þnvjvjnf �; vð Þdv; ð43Þ

where f(e, v)=h/(Bu/Bt) is given by

f �; vð Þ ¼ 3

64

� 12� 4�vþ 2s� 3�2v2 þ �vsþ 8�2½ �2

12�v� 2s� 36� 9�2v2 þ3�vsþ16�2
;

ð44Þ
where s �; vð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
36� 12�vþ 9�2v2 � 16�2:

p
ð45Þ

We now carry out an expansion in powers of e,

defining f �; vð Þ ¼
Pl

n¼0 �
nfn vð Þ. The first non-zero

term is f4(v), but it turns out that the first term which

we require occurs somewhat further down the series.

This occurs for two reasons. Firstly, if a term fm(v) is

even in v then the odd quantity fm(v)vjvjn must

integrate to zero over the symmetrical range

v ¼ �
ffiffiffi
2

p
to

ffiffiffi
2

p
. Meanwhile, the structure of f(e, v)

means that the coefficient of any odd power of e must

be odd in v, and vice versa. Hence f4, f6 and so on

cannot contribute to Q0(e), and we need only consider

f5, f7 and so forth. Furthermore, we find that f5(v)=0,

and therefore the first contribution arises from f7(v):

f7 vð Þ ¼ v

972

�
3

8
v6 � 7

4
v4 þ 5

2
v2 � 1

�
ð46Þ

and so

Q0 eð Þe� 2�9þn

Z ffiffi
2

p

0

v1þnf8 vð Þdv as � ! 0

ð47Þ

¼ �
�
2

3

�5
2 n�1ð Þ=2n

9þ nð Þ 7þ nð Þ 5þ nð Þ 3þ nð Þ �
9þn:

ð48Þ
To establish whether lag effects can overcome this

weak export of sediment from the upper swash zone,

we need to evaluate the non-equilibrium suspended

sediment concentration to some degree of accuracy.

As we aim to determine the maximum value of E for

which lag effects can overcome the intrinsic asym-

metry and lead to onshore transport, we will use the

asymptotic expansion given by Eqs. (27) and (28)

which is valid for large E. Using this expansion, we

can write Q(x)~Q0(x)+E
�1Q1(x)+. . ., where

Q1 xð Þ ¼ �
Z tde xð Þ

tin xð Þ
h2 x; tð Þ Du

Dt
u
dceq

du
dt ð49Þ

¼ n

Z u4

�u4

j x; uð Þjujndu where

j x; uð Þ ¼ h2

Bu=Bt

Du

Dt

ð50Þ
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In the same way as before, we transform to the

independent variables E and v, obtaining

Q1 �ð Þ ¼ �1þn

Z ffiffi
2

p

�
ffiffi
2

p j �; vð Þjvjndv; ð51Þ

expanding in powers of e, we find that

j �; vð Þe�8
v8 � 8v6 þ 24v4 � 32v2 þ 16

20736
; ð52Þ

and since the leading term in the integrand is now

even in v, this provides the dominant contribution to

Q1(e), giving

Q1 �ð Þe 16

27

2 nþ1ð Þ=2n

1þ nð Þ 3þ nð Þ 5þ nð Þ 7þ nð Þ 9þ nð Þ �
9þn

as � ! 0: ð53Þ

The leading power of e in the expansion of Q1(e) is

the same as that in the expansion of Q0(e). This

allows us to obtain a simple criterion for landward

transport in the uppermost part of the swash zone:

assuming that the large-E expansion is a good

approximation, landward transport will occur if

�
�
2

3

�5
2 nþ1ð Þ=2n

9þ nð Þ 7þ nð Þ 5þ nð Þ 3þ nð Þ

þ 1

E

16

27

2 nþ1ð Þ=2n

1þ nð Þ 3þ nð Þ 5þ nð Þ 7þ nð Þ 9þ nð Þ N0;

ð54Þ

i.e., if

EbE0 nð Þu 9

1þ n
: ð55Þ

This remarkably simple result predicts, for exam-

ple, that landwards net transport should not occur for

EN3 when n=2, or for EN9/4 when n=3. A close

inspection of Fig. 11c indicates that these predictions

are reasonably accurate, although this is slightly

obscured by the rapid decrease of Qmax
en as E

approaches E0(n).

A.2.1. Different friction coefficients on uprush and

backwash

We can use the expansion of Q0(e) in powers of e

to understand how having a different friction coef-
ficient on the uprush and the backwash affects the

transport pattern. We can write

Q0 �ð Þ ¼ �
Z ffiffi

2
p

�
ffiffi
2

p �2þnvBn=2 vð Þjvjnf �; vð Þdv; ð56Þ

where B is a rescaled friction coefficient (cf.

Section 3.1).

The simplest model is to take B=1 when vz0 and

B=bb1 when vb0. In this case, when we carry out the

expansion we find that there is no longer perfect

cancellation for the even terms in the expansion of f(e,

v), and we obtain a leading-order term

Q0 �ð Þe 4

9

2n=2 1� bn=2
� �

6þ nð Þ 4þ nð Þ 2þ nð Þ �
6þn: ð57Þ

This means that for any bb1, there will be at least a

region of (weak) shoreward transport near the top of

the swash zone, and if this value is sufficiently small

that it does not reverse transport at the seaward end,

we must have flux divergence in the swash zone.

This result may be generalised: if we take

B~B0+B1v for jvjb1, this again disrupts the perfect

cancellation, and we find that

Q0 �ð Þ ¼ 8

9

2 nþ1ð Þ=2B1

nþ 7ð Þ nþ 5ð Þ nþ 3ð Þ �
6þn: ð58Þ
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